
Our Bargaining Team believes that our recent strike vote (showing our unity!) and our 
other recent actions led to some progress in our negotiations this week. We reached 

“Tentative Agreement” on more than 20 articles over two days of bargaining. Management 
made some movement on staffing and workload (it still needs some work, but it’s a step in 
the right direction). We also won some improvements to our contracts’ language 
on discipline, which includes no immediate reporting to the BRN without 
finalizing an investigation, as well as a timeline by when management can 
impose discipline if warranted. 

These are good steps in the right direction. We await more movement 
on staffing. Management still has not responded at all to our proposals 
on wages and benefits. Our next two-day bargaining session is 
November 28 & 29. Both parties agreed to continue bargaining for the 
next two sessions with a mediator. We expect we will continue to see 
positive movement. Let’s continue to stay united for a better contract! 
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REMEMBER:
We are still in active negotiations with Management.

We’ve been showing some SERIOUS 
unity lately! AND IT’S WORKING!

Printed In-House

Last week, an overwhelming majority of us at our 
three hospitals voted YES in our Strike Authorization vote!

97% YES
at Riverside 97% YES at West Hills

94% YES
at Los Robles

...then on Monday, we told the California Department of Public Health to do their
job and enforce Title 22 nurse-to-patient ratio laws at every hospital in California.

...and on Tuesday and Wednesday, we again met at the bargaining table 
with management to continue negotiations for our new union contract.


